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EU-CHILE JOINT PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE

12th meeting of the EU-Chile Joint Parliamentary Committee 
13 May 2010
Seville, Spain

The delegations of the European Parliament and the Chilean National Congress to the EU-Chile 
Joint Parliamentary Committee, headed by their co-chairs, María MUÑIZ DE URQUIZA and 
.................., following the conclusion of the work of the Twelfth Interparliamentary Meeting, 
hereby agree the following

JOINT DECLARATION

1. The European Parliament and Chilean delegations express their satisfaction at the fact 
that the two annual meetings provided for in the rules of procedure of the Joint 
Parliamentary Committee have been regularly held to date, alongside the regular 
meetings of the Bureau, believing that this has helped consolidate and deepen bilateral 
exchange in the framework of the Association Agreement;

2. The EP delegation congratulates the Chilean people on the recent electoral process, 
characterised by a democratic maturity which is an example to the entire region, and 
congratulates Sebastián Piñera Echenique, who took office as Chile's new President on 
11 March 2010, on his election, at the same time expressing its full support for the new 
government and the new Congress formed on 13 March 2010;

3. The EP delegation expresses its solidarity with the Chilean people in the wake of the 
earthquake which hit Chile on 27 February 2010, claiming hundreds of lives and causing 
substantial material damage, with the cost of reconstruction estimated at 18% of GDP; 
calls on the EU to participate in the reconstruction of Chile, going beyond the emergency 
aid released by the Commission to meet the immediate needs of the population;

4. Both delegations express their satisfaction on the fifth anniversary of the full entry into 
force of the Association Agreement, which has proved to be a highly advanced and 
effective instrument for the development and deepening of bilateral relations, on a basis 
of reciprocity while seeking closer dialogue on subjects of common interest;

5. Both delegations fully endorse the launching, by virtue of Article 100 of the Association 
Agreement, of the negotiations on the possible conclusion of the 'Open Skies' Agreement 
between the European Union and Chile, with a view to enhancing bilateral cooperation in 
all areas of aviation policy, and particularly air transport of goods;
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6. Both delegations welcome the ratification, following negotiations over several months, of 
the document enabling the European Investment Bank to be present and operate in Chile; 
this will allow Chile to have access to long-term loans for the financing of diverse 
projects in areas such as climate change mitigation, renewable energies and technology 
transfer, as well as post-earthquake national reconstruction projects;

7. Both parties reaffirm their support for the Association for Development and Innovation, 
as an instrument intended to improve the implementation of the Association Agreement, 
tending to promote and extend links at bilateral, regional and biregional levels. They wish 
to see this initiative become a reality with the adoption of its roadmap at the next EU-
Chile summit, to be held on 17 May 2010 in Madrid; 

8. Both delegations fully support adoption of the Latin America Investment Mechanism at 
the EU-LAC summit to be held on 18 May 2010 in Madrid, given its potential role in the 
reconstruction of Chile and the contribution it can make to sustainable infrastructure 
development in the interests of territorial and regional integration and social cohesion;

9. The EP delegation congratulates Chile on its recent accession to the OECD, which will 
enable it to participate actively in decisions that will actively impact on the development 
of that organisation's member states, and recalls Chile's efforts over the last two decades 
in achieving stable economic growth, developing policies for consolidating democracy, 
and adopting effective means of reducing poverty and inequality;

10. The members of the JPC favour the ratification as soon as possible, by the parliaments 
concerned, of the Convention on the Conservation and Management of Open-Sea Fish 
Stocks in the Southern Pacific, since the measures included in that convention will 
contribution to the conservation and preservation of jack mackerel stocks in the region 
with a view to their sustainable exploitation;

11. Both delegations undertake to work for the deepening of biregional cooperation in the 
area of migration, on the basis of a structured dialogue including the points agreed on at 
the Lima summit; they agree that this dialogue should include the exchange of 
information on migratory patterns and best practices and the identification of measures 
for creating synergies between migration and development in the countries of origin, 
transit and destination; in addition, they recall the potential role of the Association for 
Development and Innovation as a broad forum for achieving closer biregional dialogue 
on the matter;

12. Both delegations welcome the level of bilateral cooperation achieved in the area of 
science and technology, as well as the growing participation of Chilean researchers in the 
Seventh Framework Programme; aware of the key role of scientific and technological 
knowledge and innovation in achieving sustainable development, they recommend that 
both parties play a more proactive role in strengthening regional and biregional 
cooperation in this field;

13. Both delegations reiterate the importance of education in building human capital, the 
latter being a vital condition for countries' growth and sustainable development; they 
welcome the results of the Erasmus Mundus programme's Chilean 'window', as well as 
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those of the other European programmes in which Chile participates as a partner, such as 
the Erasmus Mundus-VCCEU programme for promoting institutional cooperation and 
mobility between the EU, Chile, Cuba, Ecuador and Venezuela in the field of higher 
education;

14. Both parties undertake to work together for the achievement of the Millennium 
Development Goals, and support all coordination and cooperation measures liable to be 
adopted in the framework of the Association for Development and Innovation in order to 
assist the countries of Latin America in achieving those goals;

15. The EP and Chilean delegations support the strengthening of triangular cooperation, an 
aspect which, though provided for in the Association Agreement, has not been fully 
developed to date; they recommend that the sectors considered for this form of 
cooperation should include, inter alia, governance, modernisation of the state, social 
development policy, education, public safety, innovation, agriculture, health, and 
improving disaster preparedness at regional level;

16. Both delegations consider that, while the results of the Copenhagen summit did not 
correspond to the expectations, they nonetheless mark a step forward; they therefore 
confirm their commitment to working towards a legally binding agreement on reducing 
CO2 emissions on the basis of the shared and differentiated responsibility principle, to be 
reached at the Sixteenth Session of the Conference of the Parties to the UN Framework 
Convention on Climate Change to be held in Mexico in December 2010;

17. The members of the JPC welcome the organisation of the VI EU-LAC Summit to be held 
on 18 May in Madrid, with the objective of reaffirming the commitment of the countries 
of the European Union and Latin America and the Caribbean to continue to strengthen 
the Biregional Strategic Partnership on the basis of the shared principles, values and 
interests which benefit both parties. To this end, they support the establishment of the 
EUROLAC Foundation, as an instrument of the biregional partnership aimed at 
contributing to closer dialogue on the initiatives to be adopted, in order to promote and 
strengthen their visibility;

18. Both parties reiterate their recommendation that there should be greater promotion and 
dissemination of the contents and opportunities offered by the Association Agreement, 
especially those benefiting the general public and SMEs, the latter being the biggest 
creators of employment in both the EU and Chile; 

19. The EP and Chilean delegations undertake to continue the development and 
strengthening of institutional exchanges and other forms of contact between officials, 
believing that such contacts contribute to improved awareness of best practices and 
therefore benefit both parties;

20. Both delegations express their gratitude to the Spanish presidency for the invitation to 
hold this twelfth meeting of the JPC in Seville, and are also most grateful for all the 
support offered by the presidency's representatives before and during the meeting; they 
also extend their thanks to the Chilean Embassy to the EU and to the European  
Commission for all the information provided by them to the members of the JPC in the 
context of the meeting;
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21. The two delegations agree to hold the thirteenth meeting of the JPC in the second half of 
2010, in Chile; 

22. The two delegations agree to forward this declaration to the members of the Association 
Council, reiterating their hope that the two co-chairs of the EU-Chile JCP will be able to 
attend that Council's future meetings.

Signed in Seville, Spain, 14 May 2010 

Delegation of the European Parliament 
to the EU-Chile Joint Parliamentary 
Committee 

María Paloma Muñiz de Urquiza
Chair

Delegation of the Chilean National 
Congress to the EU-Chile Joint 
Parliamentary Committee 

Chair
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